Gigi Chair
Marco Maran
GIGI® CHAIR  Designed by the young Italian maverick Marco Maran, this elegant plastic stacking chair is ideal for cafeterias and auditoriums or as an occasional chair. The sturdy and flexible chair features a colored polypropylene shell that attaches to a chrome-plated base. Arm and armless version are available; the armpads are standard in molded black polypropylene. A range of bright and neutral hues are offered for the shell. The chair is available with a seatpad and as a stool, in bar and counter heights. Accessories include a tablet arm, a ganging mechanism bracket and a transportation dolly.

MARCO MARAN  Marco Maran is celebrated for designs that are light in spirit and flexible in application. Trained as an architect and industrial designer, he has already been the recipient of several design awards and was voted Best Young Designer for the Sinue chair. In 1997, he won a Product Design Achievement Award from the IIDA for the Scoop chair, as well as an honorable mention from the same organization for the Bla-Bla-Bla chair. Among his notable completed interiors is the Press Room for the 1998 World Cup in Paris, France.